This blog post will show you how to get all the characters, including DLC characters. There are two methods to use. Your choice based on your computer's operating system. METHOD #1- Winrar 3- Big playing field size recommended for this method- Make sure you have the latest version of Winrar installed Download - http://www.mediafire...ing+field+size 1) Download Winrar and extract it
anywhere (recommended not to extract it in your Downloads folder or wherever you downloaded it). 2) Open up Winrar and click the "open" button. Navigate where you extracted it and open up "injustice_gods_among_us_v2_. rar" or "injustice_gods_among_us_.rar". Do the same with the DLC. 3) Now you should be looking at several files and folders, including an "image" folder. The image folder
is where all the images are. Don't touch it unless you really don't care about having your game save hacked (like me.) Now right click everything but the image folder and hit "Add to archive..." 4) For archiving, I recommend using Winrar for this. After hitting "Add to archive...", navigate to where you want to save your .rar files (remember not in Downloads) and hit ok when prompted for a file name.
In my case, I named it "Injustice Gods Among Us 2.0" or just "Injustice" for easier file name. If you chose something different, just write it down and look for a folder to put it in. 5) Now you have a .rar file with everything in it. 6) Now you can extract the files from your .rar file using Winrar. Select all the .rar files and hit extract again to extract these rar files so they'll have a new location under
your "Injustice" folder. This part will take a while to process for each of the rar folders. 7) Now you can delete the .rar files because you don't need them anymore. 8) Now you should have an "Injustice" folder with an appdata folder and an acctdata folder. The appdata folder is where your game saves are located. Open it up and there should be a profile for your game, which is just a number in there,
but don't touch this one. Go to the next directory down and there should be another profile in here, but instead of being a number, it'll be "default". You want to right click default and hit Copy. This will copy default to your clipboard, which is the only time when you'll copy it (unless you screw up). 9) Go to your desktop and right click "Injustice". Go to the menu (from the top of the screen), choose
"Edit" and paste (Ctrl + V). A new window should pop up. 10) Go back into your game. Right click characters > Import > import character. This will make a new folder for that character in your game's data directory under default/characters, but you'll want to be careful with this because it'll delete all your game saves if you mess up like I did.... 11) Now that you have your character, go back into step
#8 and hit "Finish" on the top right. You will now have that character in-game.
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